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Abstract
Adoption of digital technology by older adults has become an important topic in academia and the public sphere within the debate on digital inclusion. Likewise, this topic has gained traction in the print media also. This paper assesses the representation of older adults in print media in the past 20 years in The Netherlands and Flanders. A total of 281 articles in the Dutch language were analysed to determine the representation of older adults and their level of agency. We found that they were represented in three manners: a) ambassadors of digital skill acquisition; b) naturally lacking in digital skills; or c) not alone in being helpless. These representations clearly increased during the COVID-19 crisis. Some representations can be problematic, as the relationship between older adults
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and digital inclusion is not envisioned positively. Furthermore, they receive no agency to participate actively in the discussion surrounding their own digital inclusion and are too often used as the automatic example of the digitally illiterate – which is not particularly encouraging older adults towards digital skills acquisition.
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Introduction

Representation in the media has an important role in public debates as it can influence the perception of groups by associating them with certain attitudes, skills, and issues (Bernhold 2021; Lepianka 2015b; Sink & Mastro 2017). The media representation of older adults with regard to digitalisation might lead to the conclusion that digital devices are not for them as they are too old (e.g. Köttl et al. 2021, 2022b; McDonough 2020; Neves et al. 2018). Older adults themselves already tend to think that new digital technologies are not meant to be used by them. For example, a study by Gallistl et al. (2021) found that older self-defined non-users would define their own (limited) use, of for example WhatsApp, as inappropriate and as such equate it with non-use. Moreover, several studies have found that older adults distance themselves from a certain image of old age (Astell et al. 2020; Hurd 1999; Minichiello et al. 2000; Pirhonen et al. 2016), one way of doing this is by avoiding using technology in order to not confirm the stereotype of technical inability (Köttl et al. 2021 2022a; Mariano et al. 2020). Another is by avoiding technology that would convey frailty and is associated with “true old age” (Ivan & Cutler 2021; Köttl et al. 2021; Neven 2010). The implication from these studies is that self-inflicted ageism, self-discrimination on the basis of age, can impede older adults in the adoption of digital technology (Mannheim et al. 2023). Additionally, Ivan and Cutler (2021) concluded that the combination of societal ageist stereotypes and internalised ageism contribute to a self-fulfilling prophesy of expecting and experiencing difficulties when it concerns older adults and technology.

The underdevelopment of older adults’ digital skills has been connected in the past to a lack of access, lack of interest and perceived usefulness,
and fear of mocking (i.e. Hill et al. 2015; Neves et al. 2018; Quan-Haase et al. 2016; Wu et al. 2015). However, one element that has not received as much attention is the impact of the media representation regarding the digital inclusion of older adults – even though it has been theorised that such representation, and stereotypes especially, can influence the behaviour of older adults (Ivan & Cutler 2021; Levy & Leifheit-Limson 2009). Specifically stereotype threat (i.e. fear of conforming to a negative image) has been found to inform older adults’ adoption of digital technology (Ivan & Cutler 2021). This paper provides novel insight by examining media representation in newspapers articles which discuss digital inclusion. Furthermore, it explores this in two Dutch-language countries which have comparable high digital technology adoption, Eurostat reported that in 2022 92% of Belgian and 98% of Dutch households had access to the Internet (Eurostat DE Households 2022). The research question that we therefore want to answer is: What is the role of the older adult in Dutch and Flemish newspaper articles discussing digital inclusion?

Digital inclusion and ageism

Digital inclusion of older adults has been examined regarding access, skills and usage (i.e. Gallistl & Wanka 2022; Gallistl et al. 2020; Hunsaker & Hargittai 2018; Marler & Hargittai 2022; Neves & Amaro 2012; Olsson & Viscovi 2020; Quan-Haase et al. 2018; Van Deursen & Helsper 2015). Digital inclusion is here understood to mean the interaction between social and digital factors that lead to differences in access, skills and usage, which ultimately impact the outcomes an individual can expect as a result of their (lack of) engagement with digital technology (Asmar et al. 2022). Digital technology in this context refers to everyday information and communication technology (EICT) that enable full meaningful participation in daily life, such as online banking and government e-services (Köttl et al. 2022b). It is necessary to provide a brief introduction to the main concepts of digital inclusion before providing the context for older adults. The initial focus of digital inclusion research was on access to new EICTs and the differences in adoption among the populace. In the parlance of digital inclusion research, this is known as the first level divide (Van Dijk 2020a). As the technology was domesticated in everyday life, it became clear that although differences in access were still present, solely focussing on access was not enough to bridge the
detected divide, which is why a second level was identified: that of usage and skills (Hargittai 2010; Howard et al. 2001). Similarly, the further ubiquitous spread of EICTs resulted in the focus on a third level identified that of a disparate outcome. Concurrently research seemed to indicate that digital divides were not sufficient to accurately convey the influence of society and societal structures on the digital inclusion of a person (DiMaggio & Hargittai 2001; Helsper 2012; Mariën & Van Audenhove 2010). Ageism is one such influence which has been found to influence the digital inclusion of older adults (Köttl et al. 2022; Mannheim et al. 2023; Swift et al. 2017). For example, ageism in the form of self-censure has been found to influence the adoption of digital technology use as argued by Mikulionienė and Rapolienė (2020) and Neves et al. (2018). Additionally, older adults are not a monolith when it comes to digital skills. As older adults have been found to be experts in their own rights (Hunsaker et al. 2020; Olsson & Viscovi 2018), divide digital labour among themselves (Marler & Hargittai 2022) or have distinct practices in their non-use (Gallistl et al. 2021). Furthermore, the use or non-use is determined by the life-course, social environment, and cognitive factors (Olsson & Viscovi 2020; Van Deursen & Helsper 2015).

Digital inclusion has received an increase in attention due to the COVID-19 crisis. Early research in 2020 identified vulnerable populations and determined that older adults were more at risk (Van Deursen 2020). This vulnerability was further corroborated by a survey that found that older adults “seem less equipped to use Covid-19 web-information and communication, although they are more at risk of having severe complications from this disease” (Van Dijk 2020b: 8). Various studies have explicitly examined the ageist views present in media and policymaking, and their disparate impact on the older segment of the population; see the work of Ayalon (2020) or Berridge and Hooyman (2020) for example. Ayalon argued that the representation of older adults during the COVID-19 crisis resulted in intergenerational tension and the erasure of the actual heterogeneity of old age, in essence reducing old age to stereotypes and prejudices. Research has shown that images of ageing can negatively affect attitudes towards ageing and the older adult population (Bai 2014; Cuddy et al. 2005; Cuddy & Fiske 2002; Enßle & Helbrecht 2021; Ivan & Cutler 2021; Loos & Ivan 2018). Additionally, stereotypes or negative attitudes to ageing can affect the well-being of older adults in detrimental
ways: it can negatively influence mental health (Lai 2009) and even influence performance in complicated skills (Levy & Leifheit-Limson 2009).

Ageing is a social construction where age itself is “a linguistic and cultural act” (Bytheway 2011: 9). This implies that the construction of age is not only determined chronologically, it is also influenced by the individual’s experience. This complicates how old age can be defined in scientific terms as it becomes subjective and heterogenous, as the accumulation of experiences cause a rich diversity in late life (Givskov & Deuze 2018; Van Dyk 2014). However, a critical reading of scientific literature in regards to the representation of old age in media found that chronological time is currently still prevalently used to determine old age while examining the role of media in later life (Iversen & Wilińska 2020). The qualification and description of “older adults” is a fraught question. The fact that the term can encompass such a diversity of experiences and multiple generations is one that the scientific literature has similarly struggled with in the past. For example, an older adult can mean someone who just retired at 65, or a 101-year-old who experienced the great depression as a child. This diversity in experiences has led researchers to define older adults in different stages as they realised that the ageing population is not a homogenous group. Laslett (1987) identified the third age as a new chronological identity in contemporary life (Gilleard & Higgs 2008). Where the third age is seen as the “active, healthy and productive side of ageing” (Higgs & Gilleard 2016, p. 1), the fourth age refers to a period in life that is defined by what it lacks instead of what it entails (Higgs & Gilleard 2016). Arguably, the transition to true old age is subjective and determined not by chronological age but by other elements, such as considering oneself frail (Nicholson et al. 2012). Thus, a definition of old age is not provided in this section but will be more inductive and determined as found in the examined texts. This process is described in more detail in the methodological section.

If ageing is socially constructed it follows that ageism is similarly co-constructed by society and the individual. Our definition of ageism builds on this and is inspired by Iversen et al. (2009) conceptual analysis. We define ageism as the often-negative co-construction of ageing by the individual and society. This co-construction results in implicit and/or explicit beliefs about ageing, which, in turn, give rise to cognitive, emotional, or behavioural expressions of exclusions based on age, ultimately
shaping an individual’s mental model of ageing. This definition explains why representation can influence the ageing experience; as the individual’s ideas of ageing are influenced by the images that they encounter. Self-directed ageism is then the result of incorporating and embodying societal expectations.

Representation
There is relatively limited research into the representation of the older population. More specifically, in terms of representation in newspaper media the research is quite scarce, as Fealy et al. (2012) and Rozanova et al. (2006) concluded. Research on representation is often focussed on that in either multi-media sources (e.g. Edstrom 2018; Lepianka 2015a; Phillipson et al. 2008), television (e.g. Bernhold 2021; Hofer et al. 2022; Lauzen & Dozier 2005; Markov & Yoon 2021), or film (e.g. Loos et al. 2017b; Robinson & Anderson 2006). According to Fealy et al. (2012), the discourse surrounding the ageing population is often one of dependency and vulnerability. This is confirmed by Lepianka (2015a) who found that negative descriptors of older adults were often connected to their “(alleged) incompetence (poor health, infirmity, special social needs and dependencies)” (p. 1108). However, this is disputed by a recent study by Markov and Yoon (2021), who found that the ageing stereotype that was represented most often in the United States of America (US) primetime television was related to the paradigm of “successful ageing,” where older adults were often portrayed as ageing graciously, active, and in good health. Furthermore, they found a significant general underrepresentation of older adults in comparison to the actual composition of the US population, and, specifically, a dearth of older adults with intersectional identities, meaning those with disabilities, different sexual identities, or from minority backgrounds were underrepresented in the US primetime television. This could imply that a recent shift has occurred in stereotypes connected to older adults, which is confirmed by the work of Ivan et al. (2020). Loos and Ivan (2018) coined the term “visual ageism,” which is the underrepresentation of the diversity of older adults and the overrepresentation of a specific version of ageing, that is connected to the third age. In a cross-country study of images in seven European countries, it was found that the images overwhelmingly focussed on
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In terms of the representation of older adults’ technological ability, prior research is limited. Loos et al. (2017b) examined how older adults’ digital skills were shown in the film “Pony Place” and concluded that the two grandparents in the movie were depicted as the “digital immigrant” juxtaposed to the “digital nativeness” of the granddaughter. When they compared this to the actual statistical information of digital engagement in the Netherlands, they concluded that the level of unfamiliarity with digital games as portrayed in the movie does not correlate with the actual experience of older adults in the Netherlands. A study examining the discourse surrounding older gamers found that their portrayal emphasises how games can assist in ageing better, in other words on health, financial, and social benefits (Lavenir & Bourgeois 2017). A discourse analysis of three German newspapers found that older adults were often portrayed as helpless and non-users by other older adults themselves (Köttl et al. 2022b). This helped to create a difference between their own positive ageing experience and that of the perceived real old age (ibid). They also found that there was a particular focus on older adults in the areas where they were perceived to be future consumers and technology as a solution to the problem of ageing, which corresponds with previous research on media representation (Lee et al. 2007; Pasupathi & Löckenhoff 2002; Robinson & Callister 2008; Ylänne et al. 2009). In a similar study, Rasi (2022) examined three Finnish news publications for their treatment of older adults and their digital skills and Internet use. They found that the portrayal of older adults’ digital competency was mostly negative and had a focus on skills connected to communication and collaboration (Rasi 2022). Our study adds to the literature by both examining a medium that is under-researched regarding the representation of older adults, as well as by providing novel insight on the changes in perception of older adults regarding digital inclusion over a longer period of time.

Methodology
In this section we will first describe the data collection method, followed by a description of the sample and the data analysis.
Data Collection

We conduct our study on a multi-national sample of Dutch language newspapers from Belgium and the Netherlands. The choice for these countries was due to their geographical location and the comparable technological and societal contexts. And both countries currently have between 80 and 91% daily internet users as per 2022 (Eurostat – Statistical Atlas n.d.). A systematic search of the electronic database Lexis Nexis was conducted, which offers, among other things, a vast collection of journalistic documents (Nexis Uni 2021). This database was chosen as it offered access to Dutch as well as Flemish regional and national newspapers for the time-period 2000 to 2020. Although a full listing of all available papers within this database is not available, the database offers access to a wide variety of publications and newspapers. This was confirmed by the authors after the initial data set were compiled. The sample of publications included a clear variety of newspapers across the political spectrum in both Flanders and The Netherlands. The most read newspapers from both countries were all present within the sample and provide a full range across the board. The database itself contains both articles published online and articles that were published in hard copy; this was evident in the document as they had either page indicators (hard copy) or newspaper section headings (online). Table 1 shows the different types of articles,

Table 1. Range of types of articles.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Article</th>
<th>167</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Financial</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Letter to the editor</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Media, Culture, Arts</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>News</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Opinion</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regional</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weekly magazine</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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ranging from news reports to letters to the editor. Most articles were not specifically noted as being part of a section of the newspaper and are noted as “article” in the Table to indicate that their placement could not be determined.

The systematic search was conducted to understand what the role of older adults was within the discussion surrounding digital inclusion. For this reason, CL, IM, and AJ held several meetings to determine and discuss the initial keywords. The initial list was based on desk research and consisted of ten keywords combined with the indicator of a country: Belgium, Flanders (only the Dutch region of Belgium) or The Netherlands. The meeting resulted in additions to this list with a focus on digital inclusion as a human right, which resulted in a first search based on 14 keywords. The keywords were selected in Dutch and are based on that vernacular, meaning that their translations to English can be prone to some loss of nuances that result in a more negative interpretation or connotation that is not necessarily part of the Dutch/Flemish vernacular.

As we took an iterative approach to the review at a later meeting, further keywords such as “digital literacy” and “digital skills” were added; this is visible in Figure 1 as there are two dates of data collection. The iterative approach, combined with the experience of processing the first batch, also allowed for refinement in the search structure, as terms such as “seniors” or “elderly” were added as a quantifier instead of the location. The goal of our research was to understand the definition of older adult according to those media representations. We chose not to specify based on a chronological birth year or number.

The additions or changes in the initial query were discussed between the first and second author, or in larger collaborative moments with all the authors. The focus on the debate surrounding digital inclusion means that some keywords may appear to have a negative bias as the discussion exposes a negative division within society. This notwithstanding, this systematic review was meant to provide insight into media representation of older adults specifically in relation to their role in the newspaper articles about digital inclusion, and not general technology use or technology adoption. This specificity informed the choice of keywords, and an overview of all the keywords is provided in Table 2.

The following exclusion criteria were used during the selection of the articles: the articles needed to be concerned with digital inclusion,
needed to pertain to either the context of the Netherlands or Belgium (i.e. articles reporting on developments in Africa were discarded), and needed to mention older adults in some form in relation to digital inclusion. Furthermore, due to the structure of newspaper consortia in The Netherlands, there were duplicates of the same articles in multiple regional editions. These were excluded as duplicates if they had the same title as well as the exact same number of words as indicated in the downloaded article. A consensus was reached among the authors on ambiguous cases. Figure 1 shows the review strategy; as mentioned before, there were two dates of data collection: on the 17th of March 2021 and the 11th of May 2021.

The first round resulted in 3949 records including duplicates. The second round found a further 1297 records including duplicates. The two sets were reviewed separately, and in each set duplicates were
removed, resulting in a total of 2169 articles in the first set and 845 in the second set. For each individual record, we noted whether a text was Flemish or Dutch, whether it concerned older adults, its publication year, and word count. After this review was completed, the two data sets were combined and further duplicates were removed, resulting in a total data set of 2790 individual texts. Concentrating solely on the texts that mention older adults results in a dataset of 324 newspaper articles. During further in-depth analysis, another 43 texts were removed as they either were duplicates or did not, on closer examination, mention older adults and the digital inclusion theme simultaneously, leading to a final sample of 281 articles. The duplicates’ removal was necessary as the combining of the data revealed duplicates that were previously not recognised as such due to changes in the title or word count but were upon closer examination duplicates after all. For
those that were deemed to not be on topic, a closer examination was necessary to reveal that the topic did not pertain to digital inclusion or older adults as previously concluded. The final sample consisted of 281 individual texts. A total of 211 articles were published in Dutch newspapers and 70 in Flemish newspapers. Figure 2 shows the distribution of texts between 2000 and 2020.

**Data Analysis**

In order to examine the role of older adults within the digital inclusion debate in Dutch and Flemish newspapers the data analysis occurred in two steps. We made use of the qualitative analysis software MAXQDA 2020 and 2022. The software allows an easy collaboration and facilitates the coding process. The first step in the analysis process consisted of a content analysis to determine whether the texts discussed digital inclusion and older adults. We determined whether older adults were a topic if the text mentioned the Dutch term “ouderen” or another

**Figure 2.** This figure shows the number of articles per year.

*This figure shows the number of articles per year*
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indicator that implied an aged individual, for example, “senioren.” Originally, the aim of the study was to define an older adult as those individuals 65 and older, since 65 is the traditional retirement in both countries. However, it became evident that this definition was not sufficient nor supported by the corpus. We found that the newspapers were considerably flexible in their classification of older adult. Most commonly, the newspaper articles defined an older adult as an individual who is 50 years or older. This coincides with the target audience of the various senior citizen organisations encountered in the texts. For example, in Flemish text no. 225 (Het Belang van Limburg 22/2/2020) one organisation is described as “55-plus organization OKRA” and Seniorweb.nl, a Dutch organisation that assists older adults with digital skill acquisition, uses either 50 or 55 as the youngest age limit in their infographic about older adults and internet activities (2022). For this reason, we decided to include those texts mentioning 50- or 55-year-olds as a lower limit to not lose those articles that clearly dealt with older adults (as determined by the newspapers). This distinction is not specific for the Dutch-speaking region, as it is in line with the findings of Köttl et al. (2022b).

After a text was included a memo was created based on Entman’s (1993) theory of framing. This theory was used to avoid the mistake in content analysis of focussing on dominant messages and to disregard the nuances that would better convey the perception on older adults and digital inclusion (Entman 1993). Figure 3 presents the questions that were answered in the MAXQDA memo. These questions help to provide nuance in the analysis as they provide information about the interplay between the various actors and the perceptions of older adults.

The second step consisted of an inductive thematic analysis (TA) as proposed by Braun and Clarke (2006). Thematic analysis can be used in a contextualist analysis (Braun & Clarke 2006), and provides a clear analytical process. The coding was primarily conducted by the first author. The codes were presented to the second author and themes were collectively derived. During these discussions, the themes and codes were challenged until agreement was found or a theme or code was reconsidered. This was an iterative approach until no new themes arose.
Figure 3. Questions asked in each memo in MaxQDA.

Questions asked in each memo in MaxQDA

Who is talked about as different from others?

Who is talking?

What is discussed?
Results

Who Talks About Older Adults?

In our findings, it is possible to distinguish four different types of spokespersons. To be included, the spokesperson needed to either speak on behalf of older adults or discuss their situation in order to make a point about (lack of) digital inclusion. Table 3 shows the main types and their distillation into smaller subtypes. Each type will receive a more detailed discussion below.

Government

This first group of persons speaking on behalf of older adults consists of politicians, governmental organisations, and libraries. The involvement of politicians can be observed in two ways: they would either act as a caller to action to change the current state of digital inclusion (i.e. a city councillor who argues for special dispensation for older citizens with regard to digital agendas of public services (text no. 197 AD/Algemeen Dagblad 26/6/2019), or they would promote a current cause that they had taken up

Table 3. Types of participants in the 281 texts.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Main Type</th>
<th>Sub type</th>
<th>Number of texts</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Government</td>
<td>Libraries</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Politicians</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Governmental liaised institutions</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(such as unemployment agencies)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Civil organisations</td>
<td>Dedicated to older adults</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Broader target group</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Service provider</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Researchers</td>
<td>Experts in digital inclusion</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Other</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Older Adults</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No spokesperson determined</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>54</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
(i.e. Antwerp city councillor promotes a 2020 initiative to decrease the local digital divide [text no. 221 Provinciale Zeeuwse Courant 16/12/2020]).

The governmental organisations, on the other hand, provide context to the issues surrounding digital inclusion. For example, in the text no. 153 (De Telegraaf 27/12/2018), the former director of the Dutch unemployment agency explained his experience with people who are 55+ and unemployed regarding digital connectivity. Finally, the libraries are funded by the government and were classified as a separate group as, according to the various articles, one of their main goals is teaching digital literacy. Within the sample, the libraries often used the opportunity to point towards the library’s social cohesion function to clarify that they also serve the purpose of providing courses. They often used older adults to frame the need for introductory courses for digital devices.

Civil Organisations

These organisations can be divided into organisations with a focus on older adults and organisations with a focus on wider society. Within the first segment, the Flemish organisations for older adults “Okra” and “Ouderenbond,” and the Dutch “SeniorWeb” are the most prevalent. They promote services that they offer; for example, in text no. 265 (Het Parool 11/05/2020) the service of a helpline for video calls is introduced. They are also asked to comment on social injustice or situations, as in text no. 225 (Het Belang van Limburg 22/2/2020), for example. In this text, Okra provides their opinion about discounts that are only available via apps. The organisations with a focus on wider society use older people more as an example to describe the impact of a digital society. One example is: “It is possible that for many older people it will be a while before they can see and hug their family” (text no. 270 BN de Stem.nl 11/4/2020, p.1), in relation to a wider discussion about the impact of COVID-19 on the Dutch population.

Researchers

Within the newspaper texts it is possible to see the difference in treatment of digitalisation between texts where experts on digital inclusion or adoption are asked to comment versus other researchers. There are two names that stand out with multiple articles in which they are asked to comment: Jan
van Dijk in the Netherlands and Lieven De Marez in Flanders. Both these researchers are experts in digital inclusion or adoption and are asked to provide context or are interviewed regarding research results they are presenting. For example, De Marez presents and contextualises the results of the Flemish Digimeter, a yearly survey that provides insight on the state of digital Flanders (see Vandendriessche et al. 2020 for an example of such a report). The other researchers form a distinct group within the discussion as they are often used to substantiate a claim or to provide context on a new phenomenon from their own field, such as in text no. 175 (De Morgen 17/7/2018), where a technology acceptance expert is asked to provide context for why care robots might not be accepted.

**Older Adults**

Out of the 281 texts, there were only 26 in which older adults contributed to the discussion themselves. Older adults were often not the main subjects of the texts. In text no. 231, for example, the efforts of an organisation are described, and an active member provides feedback on their services: “SeniorWeb gives a sense of security with issues. I find it very nice to be helped by peers. The volunteers of SeniorWeb take time for my questions and I like that” (text no. 231, Trouw 26/2/2020: 1). This brings us to the first distinct representation that an older adult played, and that was of an ambassador. This representation was seen often in texts in which the older adults gave positive comments on a course, or an activity organised by the library or non-profit organisation. The only text out of 26 in which the older adults did not express any interest in digital skills is text no. 107 (NRC Handelsblad 08/05/2016), which focusses on the reasons behind the disengagement of older adults from the digital world. The article does offer views from both professor Van Dijk and SeniorWeb, but the focus of the article is on the experience of older adults.

**The Perception of Older Adults and Digital Inclusion**

In this section, we will explore the way older adults are portrayed within the newspapers pertaining to digital inclusion in greater detail. The corpus of texts shows a tendency to portray older adults as the typical example of someone without digital skills. Older adults can function like this
either alone or in conjunction with other disadvantaged groups. Overall, we identified three perceived roles of older adults in the digital inclusion debate: “ambassador,” “naturally lacking digital skills,” and “not alone in being helpless.” The prevalence of these categories is also mentioned for each portrayal.

**Ambassador**

As explained above, the ambassador is used to showcase digital initiatives for older adults. Their input has a twofold effect: firstly, their input is used to show that learning digital skills has value for older adults. This can be seen in text no. 172 (Eindhovens Dagblad 23/11/2018), where one 82-year-old explains that she recently used the Internet to request that her municipality repair the sidewalk. She learned these skills in a 2-year project described in this text. The other effect is that it shows that these are skills that older adults can learn. Often the participants are older participants ranging from 75 to 90. Their portrayal shows that it is possible for every age to participate and benefit from these projects. As an example of this, we can paraphrase a 90-year-old participant explaining the benefits of a different course (text no. 158, De Nieuwsbode Groot-Zeis 28/11/2018): “Now I can e-mail my granddaughter in Basel and read the newspaper on the iPad. Because my children cancelled my subscription when I moved,” This type of portrayal was found in 18 documents.

**Naturally Lacking in Digital Skills**

The second portrayal that can be identified is that of older adults as unquestionably lacking in digital skills; this was found in 101 documents. Often, just by using the term “ouderen/senioren” (in English: “elderly”), it is implied that this group is digitally illiterate. One article introduces the lack of digital skills as a barrier to e-governance and then equates analogue access with fighting for the rights of older people (text no. 197 AD/Algemeen Dagblad 26/6/2019). Here it is taken for granted that older people are unable to make use of the digital possibilities and all of them will need to have an analogue solution. In another text, the discussion on the disappearance of regular in-person banking services leads to the mention that, besides e-banking options, there will be service points where older
adults can receive help with internet banking (text no. 196, De Telegraaf 7/12/2019).

As seen in the two previous examples, the older adult is often presented as helpless regarding, or a victim of, the shift to “digital only,” and as the reason why alternatives need to be found. An extreme example opposes the decision by the Dutch government to only offer online tax forms, as “autonomy is taken away from older people in the Netherlands and they are made dependent on the help of others when the government decides that all contact between civilians and government is digitalized” (text no. 90, De Twentsche Courant Tubantia, 19/11/2015: 1). The author goes so far as to say that older adults cannot learn to use digital technology: “Old people no longer have the flexibility to learn these digital skills and on top of that many have a lesser interest in digitalisation, these groups have missed the computer age completely” (text no. 90, De Twentsche Courant Tubantia 19/11/2015: 1).

Not Alone in Being Helpless
This next portrayal of older adults occurs when they are grouped with others that are seen as “naturally” digitally illiterate. This was found in 52 documents. The most common denominators here are people with a lower level of education, people with lower social economic status, and people living in poverty. These groups are often used when an author is describing the problem and a quick description is needed to sketch the situation. Older adults are part of those unable to join a more digital society as seen here: “old people, lower educated, unemployed and immigrants are barely able to close the gap in usage of computers in comparison to the rest of the Netherlands” (text no. 31, Reformatisch Dagblad 18/10/2007: 1). The portrayals as discussed above have one thing in common, and that is that the older adult, alone or grouped with others, is seen as a victim in need of help regarding digitalisation.

When Are Older Adults Invoked in the Discussion?
We were able to distinguish four distinct fields in which older adults were used in one of the roles as described above. These fields were social life, health care, economic welfare, and societal changes. In some of these
fields it was possible to discern a change caused by the COVID-19 health crisis, and this has been highlighted in the below sections.

**Social Life**

The social life and the implications of digitalisation prior to 2019 was mostly focussed on the loss of social connections due to digital technology, such as the loss of face-to-face contact because of digitalisation (e.g. text no. 109, Het Nieuwsblad 31/8/2016). Often linking this to psychological reasons for not using digital technology such as shame or negative response by their children (i.e. text no. 31, Reformatisch Dagblad 18/10/2007).

Overall, the focus is more on what older adults lose due to digitalisation instead of the potential benefit. And if a benefit is discussed it is not perceived to be equal to offline contact rather as a poor substitute, even if an article highlights that it makes connection with distant grandchildren possible (text no. 35, Trouw 4/5/2008). This stressing of the importance of offline connection changes during the COVID-19 health crisis when the ability to use digital communication technologies became the only means of safe communication for many older adults. This resulted in a lot of articles in 2020 highlighting the importance of digital skills and showing the benefits of digital communication. Articles call upon older adults to learn how to use digital communication devices i.e. text no. 229 (De Faam 30/12/2020). And in 2020 the articles do not ask for analogue solutions anymore and instead focus on the struggles of older adults to learn these new skills. One example, text no.229 (De Faam 30/12/2020), confirms these struggles by reporting on the 15 per cent increase in the number of calls received by SeniorWeb, this is an organisation which aims to provide computer and internet assistance to older adults in the Netherlands.

**Health Care**

The second field to be discussed here is health care, and the benefits that digitalisation can offer for a growing ageing population worldwide regarding societal problems such as: higher health care costs, insufficient available care facilities, and a growing demand for health care (Pekkarinen et al. 2020). An essential element of digital health care is the ability to remain autonomous at home (text no. 175, De Morgen 17/7/2018). In
the corpus of texts, robots and alarms are proposed as means to remain at home longer, allowing ageing in place. The problems associated with these are discussed, such as the inability to use a health alarm correctly (text no. 18, Rotterdams Dagblad 22/9/2004), or the lack of training of the care workers (text no. 175, De Morgen 17/7/2018). This discussion is centred on the acceptance of digitalisation in health care, and is interwoven with psychosocial and economic concerns of both the care staff and older individuals towards digitalisation: “so this means that I might not have a job anymore, [the student nurses] say when they see the robot” (text 175, De Morgen 17/7/2018: 4).

The other problem that is highlighted in the texts is the disparity between those with and without digital skills in acquiring the necessary health advice. This includes the benefits for those digitally skilled enough to find health solutions, specialists, and health information. The difference in access to health care is highlighted in a call to action for politicians to ensure that the disparity does not grow and that those vulnerable to digital exclusion are offered analogue solutions (e.g. texts no. 202 [Reformatorisch Dagblad 14/5/2019] and no. 188 [Nederlands Dagblad 17/4/2019]). The focus in 2020 is not on health care when digitalisation and older adults is discussed, as only one article discusses digital health care. However, this concerns the specific context of the older adult with a migration background, who according to two scientists, experience more boundaries in accessing digital health care (text no. 240, Het Parool 8/7/2020).

**Economic Welfare**

In terms of economic welfare, prior to 2020 a lot of articles focus on the abilities of those over 50 to obtain and maintain sufficient digital skills to continue employment. One such text discusses the changes in the financial services industry, which is rapidly becoming more digital, and focusses heavily on the employees who are unwilling to change. The employees consider that they have weathered these storms before, and they expect to not be affected this time (text no. 133, De Telegraaf 13/5/2017). The other economic welfare aspect can be found in the consequences of not being able to access banking services without using internet banking (e.g. text no. 35, Trouw 4/6/2004), or the inability to independently file taxes (e.g.
text no. 135, Het Nieuwsblad 7/9/2017). The older adult was portrayed multiple times as the main victim of the push of the Dutch government to only allow tax filing online (e.g. text no. 90, De Twentsche Courant Tubantia 19/11/2015). The main argument was that this would require third-party help and would mean a loss of autonomy for the older adult.

Societal Changes

The fourth and last field is that of the position within society. Pre-COVID 19, the focus is on the loss of autonomy experienced by older adults when they encounter digital technology. We classify this as a societal issue, as not participating impacts non-users beyond the social or financial level. It has an influence on full participation in the public sphere, as can be observed in the closure of physical service points in municipalities, banks, and train stations. These closures have had a profound impact on those that are unable or unwilling to use digital alternatives (e.g. texts no. 196 (De Telegraaf 7/12/2019) or no. 159 (Krant van West Vlaanderen 21/9/2018). Autonomy is also seen as important by older adults themselves as it is one of the main reasons for older adults’ participation in a digital skills course (i.e. texts no. 172 [Eindhovens Dagblad 23/11/2018] and no. 132 [Het Laatste Nieuws 06/28/2017]).

Discussion

Based on this analysis, we see that the digitalisation debate, and specifically the media representation of older people, is a matter of underrepresentation of capable and diverse older people, and a misrepresentation of older people in general as digitally incompetent. This is similar to the concept of “visual ageism,” as coined by Loos and Ivan (2018), in that the media representation is not balanced compared with the segment of the actual population. Similar to visual ageism the observed expression of ageism is influenced by the concepts of successful ageing, as the examined media representation embodied the same tenets of successful ageing (i.e. autonomy and independence). Our observations differ from that of Loos and Ivan (2018) in that, unlike visual representation, word choices in printed media can already be ageist and the focus is not on physical ability but more on cognitive ability. The representation by
older adults themselves illustrates this emphasis on cognitive ability. As they provided evidence of their ability to acquire digital skills. This is further reflected in the fact that prior to COVID-19, the social life received less attention in comparison to others, as the focus was more on the loss of the analogue social life. While the digital social life was barely considered a possible addition or replacement of the analogue social interaction. We theorise that this might be because the newspaper could not foresee that digital social connections were needed to replace in-person contact, as was the case during the COVID-19 period. It then became an essential tool to avoid social isolation. This theory is supported by the increase of attention to the social life in the newspapers in 2020.

As the findings show, older adults and digitalisation can be found in a variety of contexts. It is important to make a distinction between when older adults themselves contribute and when others speak for them. Older adults were able to contribute directly to only 26 out of 281 documents, and this occurs often in relation to a digital initiative such as a computer course. Here the perception of older adults is that of ambassador and is positive on purpose to illustrate that older adults can learn these skills. This is similar to the findings by Rasi (2022) in that the older adults are happy targets of digital inclusion initiatives; however, the difference between the Finnish portrayals and the Dutch-language are found in that they are portrayed not so much as incompetent but as eager beginners or average users. Two texts out of 26 are an exception to this as they contain older adults who reject digital technology. The two texts contextualise the disengagement of technology as a conscious choice. The difference between self-representation and representation by others is found in the autonomy available to the older adult and the diversity that is present in old age. When others discuss older adults in relation to digital inclusion it is often as one homogenous group in need of digital assistance, this concurs with existing research (Loos et al. 2017a, 2017b). There are exceptions, as the senior citizen organisations specifically acknowledge that there is heterogeneity in the abilities of older adults. However, there they distinguish between groups within the older population and portray the oldest-old "naturally lacking in skills."
In the other texts where, older adults are mentioned but not directly engaged with, the focus is on the consequences and existence of the digital divide, and most often the older adult is mentioned as a group that is left behind and/or not benefiting from the possibilities of digital technology. The contexts in which older adults and digital technology are discussed vary; the societal and financial contexts are often dominated by negative expectations for older adults. The focus here is on the loss for older adults and less on the possibilities that digital technologies might have for them. The older adult is used as an example to easily clarify the issue for the reader who might be impacted if the digital divide continues.

The misrepresentation of older adults as naturally digitally incompetent is a form of *ageism* as it frames older people in an inescapable state of being. It can be argued that age, unlike poverty or education, is a state that cannot be changed. By casting older adults as digitally incompetent, it grants a certain futility towards the aim of changing that state. Furthermore, this framing may strongly contribute to older adults remaining unable to recognise the benefit of digital technology in their lives. Yet, this is essential for technology adoption as several scholars have noted that a lack of need or interest is often a reason for non-engagement or disengagement with technology (Ghorayeb et al. 2021; McDonough 2016, 2020; Quan-Haase et al. 2018).

**Conclusion**

Media representation is known to impact the perceptions of the public, and the representation of older adults within the digital inclusion debate over the last 20 years is mostly negative or hopeless. This can affect the goal of achieving digital inclusion of older people. Previous studies have shown that several of the barriers to inclusion for older people are related to fear of mocking, fear of being perceived as stupid, and the perception that it is not for them. The image that is prevalent throughout the corpus of texts does not portray the older adult in an empowering manner. Rather, in some cases, it might even enhance their reluctance about digital technology. The inclusion of older adults’ perspectives in 26 articles is encouraging as they are given agency to represent themselves. However, the overall lack of
texts and self-representation means that the media representation is not yet sufficient. The definition of older adult in the newspaper articles seems to start from 50 or 55 years onwards, and this impacts the topics that are discussed. Subsequently, it ensures that newspaper articles about older workers and their issues are included but dilutes the effectiveness of the category “older adult” as it consists of at least three generations, and it becomes difficult to identify with this representation.

The representation of older adults as enthusiastic users of digital technology might have an impact on the adoption of digital technology. The older users show that digital technology is useful and beneficial for them. Previous studies have argued that older adults’ adoption is hindered by the perception that technology will not be useful for them (Castleton et al. 2020; McDonough 2020). The COVID-19 crisis has made clear that internet communication is essential for the current situation, and this might entice older adults to learn digital skills. It would, therefore, have been interesting to hear from more older adults in the 72 texts published in 2020. Their descriptions of finding digital solutions might inspire others to act and to develop skills. Peer-to-peer education has proven to be essential in retaining skills. Representation in this instance is ensuring visibility of digitally skilled older adults.

The media coverage of older adults and digital inclusion mostly does not contain a positive or hopeful narrative. If a society wants to ensure more digital participation of older adults and wants to promote successful ageing by digital social engagement and autonomy, we must ensure that the representation of the digital older adults improves. This can be achieved by guaranteeing that older adults are given space in the media to represent themselves. This includes more representation via the organisations dedicated to older adults and by older adults themselves. The fact that only 26 articles over a span of 20 years contained the voices of older adults results in an underrepresentation of this population. Moreover, the representation as naturally lacking in digital skills needs to be changed. The population of older adults is too diverse to be used in that fashion. It erases their competency and history.

The main limitation of this research is that the corpus of texts was retrieved from one database only. Even though Lexis Nexis is a vast
database, it is possible that certain newspapers were not included due to their lack of “deep archives” (Nexis Uni 2021), or that these same newspapers do not provide access to all of their archives. Still, we did encounter all the most-read newspapers, a broad selection of the established Dutch magazines, and a variety of papers over the whole political spectrum. Further research is necessary to investigate whether similar trends can be found in other countries. One suggestion is to investigate the discourse present in newspapers in Afrikaans (one of the main languages in South Africa and deriving a lot of the vocabulary from Dutch) to see the differences between their discourse and that of their European counterparts. Moreover, it would be interesting to investigate whether the overrepresentation of texts from the Netherlands is reflected in a difference in digital inclusion policy between Flanders and The Netherlands, where it might be expected that there is more public sphere debate surrounding the digital inclusion of older adults in The Netherlands due to more media attention.
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